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Franklin Rising Dividends Fund
A U N IQU E A P P R OAC H TO I N V E ST I N G

Franklin Templeton Investments
Gain From Our Perspective®

At Franklin Templeton Investments, we’re dedicated to one goal: delivering exceptional asset
management for our clients. By bringing together multiple, world-class investment teams in a single
firm, we’re able to offer specialized expertise across styles and asset classes, all supported by the
strength and resources of one of the world’s largest asset managers. This has helped us to become
a trusted partner to individual and institutional investors across the globe.

Focus on Investment Excellence

Global Perspective Shaped by Local Expertise

At the core of our firm, you’ll find multiple independent
investment teams—each with a focused area of expertise—
from traditional to alternative strategies and multi-asset
solutions. And because our portfolio groups operate
autonomously, their strategies can be combined to deliver
true style and asset class diversification.

In today’s complex and interconnected world, smart
investing demands a global perspective. Franklin Templeton
pioneered international investing over 60 years ago, and
our expertise in emerging markets spans more than
a quarter of a century. Today, our investment professionals
are on the ground across the globe, spotting investment
ideas and potential risks firsthand. These locally based
teams bring in-depth understanding of local companies,
economies and cultural nuances, and share their best
thinking across our global research network.

All of our investment teams share a common commitment
to excellence grounded in rigorous, fundamental research
and robust, disciplined risk management. Decade after
decade, our consistent, research-driven processes have
helped Franklin Templeton earn an impressive record of
strong, long-term results.

1. As of 12/31/14. Clients are represented by the total number of shareholder accounts.

Not FDIC Insured

| May Lose Value | No Bank Guarantee

Strength and Experience
Franklin Templeton is a global leader in asset
management serving clients in over 150 countries.1
We run our business with the same prudence we apply
to asset management, staying focused on delivering
relevant investment solutions, strong long-term results
and reliable, personal service. This approach, focused on
putting clients first, has helped us to become one of the
most trusted names in financial services.

The Strategy
Franklin Rising Dividends Fund employs a unique, disciplined approach to stock selection. Generally, companies must
meet the fund’s strict criteria before stocks are considered for purchase:

1

Consistent Dividend Increases

2

Substantial Dividend Increases

3

Strong Balance Sheet

4

Reinvested Earnings for Future Growth

5

Attractive Price

Fund managers believe that companies with consistently increasing dividends should also realize an increase in
the price of their shares. Our fund managers look for companies that increased their dividend in at least 8 of the
previous 10 years, without any decrease.

A company must have at least doubled its dividend over the previous 10 years. Generally, the greater the rate of the
increase over time, the greater the effect on share price.

Companies with relatively low debt levels generally pose less financial risk. Fund managers look for companies with
long-term debt that is no more than 50% of their total capitalization, or senior debt that is rated investment grade
or higher.

A company’s payment of dividends must be less than 65% of earnings. In other words, a company must reinvest
at least 35% of its earnings in its own future growth. Since earnings growth often fuels a rising dividend, the
fund’s management believes companies that reinvest a sizable portion of earnings should also enjoy better longterm prospects.

Fund managers consider purchasing shares when they are attractively priced relative to historical valuations. In other
words, shares must have a price to earnings (P/E) ratio in the lower half of its range over the past 10 years or less than
the average P/E ratio of stocks composing the S&P 500 Index, at the time of purchase.

“In my opinion, the fund’s long-term success is due to our absolute
focus on the investment criteria and adherence to our process.”
DON TAYLOR, CPA, Portfolio Manager

franklintempleton.com
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The Benefits
Dividends May Demonstrate a Company’s Financial Health
When a company increases its dividend, it usually indicates its management’s confidence in their
ability to generate a higher level of cash flow in the future. Cash flow is the source of dividend
payments, and it is also an optimal source of capital to invest in the company’s future growth,
which can promote even more growth and lead to increasing dividends for shareholders.

CASH FLOW

BUSINESS
GROWTH

REINVESTMENT

Payment
of dividends

Low Turnover
Franklin Rising Dividends Fund has had a significantly lower turnover ratio than its Lipper MultiCap Core Funds Peer Group Average.2 Shareholders may benefit as lower turnover means lower
transaction costs and potentially reduced taxable distributions.
Portfolio Turnover (As of December 31, 2014)
FRANKLIN RISING
DIVIDENDS FUND–CLASS A
PORTFOLIO TURNOVER

4%

LIPPER MULTI-CAP
CORE FUNDS PEER GROUP
PORTFOLIO TURNOVER2

63%

Performance data represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. Current performance may differ from
the figures shown. The fund’s investment return and principal value will change with market conditions, and you may have
a gain or a loss when you sell your shares. Please call Franklin Templeton Investments at (800) DIAL BEN / 342-5236 or visit
franklintempleton.com for most recent month-end performance.
2. Source: Lipper ® Inc. 12/31/14. Represents the average portfolio turnover for the 759 funds in the Lipper Multi-Cap Core Funds peer group, based on each fund’s most recent annual report.
Franklin Rising Dividends Fund data as of fund’s fiscal year end.
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A Record of Lower Volatility
Franklin Rising Dividends Fund–Class A experienced lower volatility than its benchmark index and
its peer group average for the 15-year period ending December 31, 2014.3
Risk vs. Return (Without Sales Charge)
15-Year Period Ending December 31, 2014
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If the fund’s Class A maximum 5.75% initial sales charge had been included, the return would have been lower.

Experienced Management Team
Portfolio Manager Don Taylor, CPA, works together with a seasoned team of managers, several of whom
have been with the team for 20 years or more. Together, they have fine-tuned their strategy, working to
obtain solid results for shareholders. Additional research is provided by Franklin Equity Group’s research
team, which consists of 37 investment professionals.

Beta4 (As of December 31, 2014)
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3. Sources: Lipper® Inc. 12/31/14, © 2015 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be
copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use
of this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The Lipper Multi-Cap Core Funds peer group consisted of 201 funds for this period. Index data represents average annual
total returns. Risk is measured by the annualized standard deviation of monthly total returns. Indexes are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index. © 2015 Lipper, Inc. All Rights
Reserved. The Lipper Classification Average is based on the performance of all share classes of all funds within a Lipper Classification. It reflects the effect of any expense waivers and does not
include sales charges. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
4. A measure of a fund’s volatility relative to the market, as represented by the S&P 500 Index. A beta greater than 1.00 indicates volatility greater than the market.
franklintempleton.com
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The Results

+++

MORNINGSTAR RATINGTM 5

As of December 31, 2014, Morningstar awarded the fund’s Class A shares
a three-star overall Morningstar RatingTM, measuring risk-adjusted returns
against 1,366, 1,193, and 812 U.S.-domiciled Large Blend funds over the
3-, 5- and 10-year periods, respectively. A fund’s overall rating is derived
from a weighted average of the performance figures associated with its
3-, 5- and 10-year (if applicable) rating metrics.

GROWTH OF A $10,000 INVESTMENT6
With 5.75% Sales Charge (January 14, 1987–December 31, 2014)
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Performance data represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. Current performance may
differ from the figures shown. The fund’s investment return and principal value will change with market conditions,
and you may have a gain or a loss when you sell your shares. Please call Franklin Templeton Investments at
(800) DIAL BEN/342-5236 or visit franklintempleton.com for most recent month-end performance.

5. Source: © 2015 Morningstar. For each fund with at least a 3-year history, Morningstar calculates a risk-adjusted return measure that accounts for variation in a fund’s monthly performance
(including the effects of all sales charges), placing more emphasis on downward variations and rewarding consistent performance. The top 10% of funds in each category receive a Morningstar
RatingTM of 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive 4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars, the next 22.5% receive 2 stars, and the bottom 10% receive 1 star. (Each share class is counted as a fraction of
one fund and rated separately.) The fund received Morningstar Ratings of 1, 3 and 3 stars for the 3-, 5- and 10-year periods, respectively. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Morningstar RatingTM is for Class A shares only; other classes may have different performance characteristics.
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Rolling Five-Year Average Annual Total Returns
Class A–Without Sales Charge
Average Annual
Total Return

Dec. 31–Dec. 31

Dec. 31–Dec. 31

Average Annual
Total Return

1988–1993

11.67%

1999–2004

12.52%

1989–1994

6.60%

2000–2005

9.17%

1990–1995

12.33%

2001–2006

9.98%

1991–1996

10.18%

2002–2007

9.72%

1992–1997

14.26%

2003–2008

-1.33%

1993–1998

16.43%

2004–2009

-0.14%

1994–1999

15.14%

2005–2010

2.93%

1995–2000

13.08%

2006–2011

1.08%

1996–2001

11.12%

2007–2012

3.70%

1997–2002

4.69%

2008–2013

16.34%

1998–2003

7.97%

2009–2014

14.84%

If the fund’s sales charge had been included, its return would have been lower.

Average Annual Total Returns (Period ended December 31, 2014)
With Sales Charges6

Without Sales Charges

1-Year

5-Year

10-Year

Since Inception (Date)

Class A

3.41%

13.49%

6.46%

9.24% (1/14/87)

Class C

7.88%

13.99%

6.29%

9.42% (5/1/95)

1-Year

5-Year

10-Year

Since Inception

9.72%

14.84%

7.09%

9.47%

8.88%

13.99%

6.29%

9.42%

Sales Charges: Class A: Maximum 5.75% initial sales charge; Class C: 1% contingent deferred sales charge (CDSC) in the first year only.
Total Annual Operating Expenses7: Class A: with waiver: 0.94%; without waiver: 0.95%; Class C: with waiver: 1.69%; without waiver: 1.70%.

6. Class A: Prior to 8/3/98, fund shares were offered at a lower initial sales charge; thus, actual returns would have differed. Class C: Prior to 1/1/04, these shares were offered with an initial sales
charge; thus, actual returns would have differed. The fund offers other share classes, subject to different fees and expenses, which will affect their performance. Please see the fund’s prospectus for
more information regarding charges and expenses.
7. The fund has a fee waiver associated with its investments in a Franklin Templeton money fund, contractually guaranteed through at least its current fiscal year end. Fund investment results reflect
the fee waiver; without this reduction, the results would have been lower.
franklintempleton.com
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WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. Value securities may not increase in price as anticipated or may
decline further in value. While smaller and midsize companies may offer substantial opportunities for capital growth, they also involve
heightened risks and should be considered speculative. Historically, smaller- and midsize-company securities have been more volatile in
price than larger company securities, especially over the short term. These and other risks are detailed in the fund’s prospectus.

Franklin Templeton Distributors, Inc.
One Franklin Parkway
San Mateo, CA 94403-1906
(800) DIAL BEN® / 342-5236
franklintempleton.com

Franklin Templeton Investments
Your Source for:
• Mutual Funds
• Retirement
• 529 College Savings Plans
• Separately Managed Accounts

Franklin Rising Dividends Fund Symbols:
Class A: FRDPX
Class C: FRDTX
Class R: FRDRX
Class R6: FRISX
Advisor: FRDAX

This brochure must be preceded or accompanied by a Franklin Rising Dividends Fund summary prospectus and/or prospectus.
Please read a prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Investors should carefully consider a fund’s investment goals,
risks, charges and expenses before investing. The fund’s performance will be updated each quarter with standardized figures and
ranking information, if quoted.
© 2015 Franklin Templeton Investments. All rights reserved.
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